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The EBSNS was formed in 1994 to
celebrate the life and work of the poet
Elizabeth Bishop. It produces an annual
newsletter. In 1998, it also published
Elizaberh Bishop: An Archival Guide to
Her Life In Nova Scotia, documenting
Bishop and Bishop-related documents in
the province. The EBSNS contributed to
the purchase of an extensive family
archive that documents Bishop's Nova
Scotia childhood and is housed at Acadia
University Archives. The EBSNS holds
its AGM in Great Village in June. It
seeks through various activities to
promote the appreciation and study of
Elizabeth Bishop as a Nova Scotia
writer, thus enriching our literary and
cultural heritage.

Scotch or Bourbon?
by Jonathan Ellis

Elizabeth Bishop, Poems, Prose,
and Letters. Eds. Robert Giroux
and Lloyd Schwartz. Library of
America,2008.

For most of her life, Elizabeth
Bishop's writing was a well-kept
secret. She appeared both too late
and too early to be located within
any of the major poetic schools and
traditions of her time, somehow
post-modern before the term even
existed, proto-confessional before
any of the Confessionals got
writing. Critics knew of her
friendships with Marianne Moore
and Robert Lowell, but most
concluded that her poems didn't
declare a clear affiliation with either
poet. Bishop was partly to blame
for this reputation for not fitting in.
She told Anne Stevenson not to
compare her to Moore (r'l am rather
weary of always being compared
to, or coupled with, Marianne - and
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I think she is utterly weary of it, too!")
and instead encouraged interpreta-
tions of her work in relation to music
and visual art. While in her lifetime
she attracted the admiration of a
surprisingly large and varied number
of American poets and prize-giving
committees, "minor" and "modgst"
were the epithets most often applied
to her writing. Thom Gunn felt there
was something rather childlike about
her fascination with boxes and toys.
He compared her interest in scale
with that of Lewis Carroll in Alice in
Wonderland, the implication surely
being that she had never quite
grown up. Bishop's Vassar contem-
orary Mary McCarthy also drew
attention to her as a poet of playful
games. She compared finding the "1"

in her work to hide-and-seek.

Since Bishop's death, her reputation
has both grown and grown up. The
publication of her Complete Poems
in 1983 and the Collected Prose a
year later gave her work a significant
decade or more head-start on similar
books of Lowell's writings. Bishop's
collections of poetry were relatively
easy to gather together. ln contrast
to Moore's or Lowell's habit of
revising down or up into "new"
poems, Bishop rarely revised poems
once they had been published in
book form. One can still read her
Complete Poems in a single sitting.
Bishop's accessibility - in terms of
both the relatively small number of
poems published and their famously
conversational style and aMul-
cheerful tone - continues to attract
new readers. The publication of
biographical and critical studies has
undeniably speeded up this process,
although they would do little without
Bishop's strange "something." In



1995 Thomas Travisano registered
what he termed "The Elizabeth
Bishop Phenomenon." Since then,
more collections of essays and

monographs on BishoP have been
published, along with new Poems,
stories, letters and Paintings bY

Bishop herself. Most of this new work
appeared in critical books on her

writing or in relativelY small-
distribution journals. In other words,

one needed a good librarY or a deeP
pocket to keeP uP-to-date with her
work.

Alice Quinn's controversial edition of

Bishop's uncollected poems, drafts
and fragments, Edgar Allan Poe &
The Juke-Box (2006), did much to
make this material available to a
wider audience. The LibrarY of
America's volume of BishoP's Poems,
Prose, and Letters (2008) does even
more. One of the most immediatelY

surprising things about this edition is
its sheer size. Excluding a lengthy
chronology, notes, and invaluable
index (something inexplicably missing

from Edgar Allan Poe\, the book
contains almost 900 Pages of
Bishop's writing. All four collections of
poetry published in her lifetime
appear in their original order and

state. There are two versions of
"Arrival at Santos," an earlier version

added at the last moment to bulk out
A Cold Spring and a later version
opening Questions of TraveL "ln the
Village" is restored to the "Elsewhere"

section of Questions of Travel, the

translation of Octavia Paz's Poem
"Objects & Apparitions" returned to

Geography lll.

Such alterations might sound minor.
ln the case of "Arrival at Santos,"
Bishop's biggest revision does not

change the meaning of the Poem that
much, or at least it doesn't on first
glance. "scotch and cigarettes"
becomes "bourbon and cigarettes." ln

the first version, the travellers'
colonial expectations are perhaps too
deliberately underlined by their desire
for English-speaking customs officials

that will leave them their bottles of
"Scotch." This reminds the reader

of England's tense relationship with

Scotland in terms of culture, history

and language. As the words
"English" and "Scotch" face against
each other across Poetic lines, an

analogous cultural clash between
North and South America is being
enacted in the Poem as a whole,

one that neither America quite

wins. Bishop's care for the precise
placing of punctuation and words

elsewhere in the Poem "Miss

Breen's / skirt" and even her home
address of "Glens Fall I s" end uP

split across lines and stanzas
suggests that words like "Scotch"

do matter, and that her first version
of the poem matters too. In the

second version, "bourbon and
cigarettes" is more American-
sounding but the Political
resonance is lost. Robert Lowell felt
Bishop became more PoliticallY
conservative by living in Brazil. The
two versions of the Poem allow us
to see this political shift in the

revision of one word.

Bishop was, as she Put it,

"bibliographed," as long ago as
1980 by Candace McMahon'
Bishop admitted to being surprised
that she had written "so much when
I've always thought I'd written so

little; on the other hand, I am rather
appalled by how bad some of the
things I've written actually are." The

editors of Poems, Prose, and
Letters, Robert Giroux and LloYd

Schwartz, give us most of this
material, and then some. TheY

provide no apologY for this, nor

should they. ln addition to the four
collections of poetry, they present

all other poems from the 1983

Complete loems, a generous
selection from Edgar Allan Poe
(often in more readable versions
than Quinn's book), translations
from Greek, SPanish and
Portuguese (including a previously

unpublished Chorus from Aris-

tophanes' The Birds), nearlY all of

her high school and college writing,
every finished essay, short piece of
prose and storY, and last but
certainly not least, 53 letters, all

published in their entirety, many for
the first time. Readers at last get to
read the famous "Darwin" letter to
Anne Stevenson in full. The letter is
Bishop's most elegant and lengthY
prose statement on her own artistic
influences and temperament. At its
close she warns Stevenson "not to
quote me exactly...because I think
I've put things rather badly." One
rather wonders how she might have
put them better.

My only real quibble with Poems,
Prose, and Letters rests with its

rather evaluative title. Bishop is best-
known as a poet and will surelY

remain so for many Years to come.
But if one is going to rank her other
writings, I think her letters should
come before her "prose." The 1994
publication of BishoP's One Art:
Selected Letters revealed her to be
one of the twentieth centurY's
greatest Ietter-writers. The new
letters in this book confirm this
impression and increase excitement
about the forthcoming edition of
Bishop and Lowell letters.

That is not to imPlY that the other
prose included here is not original or
noteworthy, merelY that BishoP's
prose tends to be more original
when written in the form of a letter.
There are several excePtions of

course. "ln the Village" is Bishop's
best story, perhaps because it is not
really a story, more a kind of Prose-
poem. Her comparative failures are
revealing too. Most of her earlY
prose works involve encounters with
grotesque or surreal artist figures
that demonstrate both an anxietY

and a fascination with the writing life.

Most readers will be familiar with "ln

Prison" from the Collected Prose. "A

Flight of Fancy," "The Thumb," and
"Was lt in His Hand?" disPlaY the
influence of Coleridge, Poe and
Faulkner respectivelY. None are



particularly Bishopesque, but then
why should we expect them to be?
She was still in her teens when she
wrote most of them.

The sig n if icance of Bishop's
publication by the Library of America
is also of note. The Library of
America is a non-profit publisher
aimed at "preserving America's best
and most signif icant writing in
handsome, €flduring volumes,
featuring authoritative texts." While
collections of other poets have been
published before, only nine poets
(including Whitman, Poe, Frost, and
Stevens) have been chosen. Bishop
is the first woman. Less than 30
years after her death and only 25
years after the publication of her
Complete Poems, an author who
once called herself "a minor female
Wordsworth'- and who was certainly
considered "minor" by the poetic
establishment - has become repre-
sentative of "America's best and most
significant writing." This canonization
is not without its problems, however.
By reproducing without comment
poems from Quinn's Edgar Allan Poe,
Giroux and Schwarlz are releasing as
"authoritative" drafts and versions of
poems that are anything but.

Bishop is a great author of both
Americas, North and South. Canada
and Brazil are probably the places
she is drawn to write about most and
they inspire some of her most astute
and memorable writing. lf anyone
needed convincing of the importance
of Nova Scotia to Bishop's survival as
both a person and a writer, one can
find it in another letter to Anne
Stevenson published here in which
she called herself "3/4ths Canadian,
and one 4th New Englander."
Whatever the percentage, this book
is worth every dime, dollar, penny, or
pound and can be accompanied by
the Scotch or bourbon of your
choosing.

Jonathan Ellis, author of Art and Memory in
the Work of Elizabeth Bishop (Ashgate,
2006), teaches at the University of Sheffield.
His other publications include essays on
Amy Clampitt, Paul Muldoon, Samuel
Beckett, Jeanette Winterson, and Woody
Allen. His research interests include writers'
letters and contemporary f ilm.

Editorial

The past year been a shining one
for readers of Elizabeth Bishop,
above all in the publication of the
Library of America volume Poems,
Prose, and Letters early in 2008.
We are pleased to have kicked off
this issue with Jonathan Ellis's
perceptive and helpful review of
this momentous book, and look
forward to Jonathan's continuing
exploration of Bishop's letters.

More locally, the year was marked
by the completion of the first panels
of an outdoor pergola display in the
parking lot of Wilson's gas station
just across the road f rom the
Bulmer-Bishop house in Great
Village. The first completed panels
are dedicated to the life and
writings of Elizabeth Bishop, and to
Early Settlement (Mi'kmaq and
Acadian cultures). When all the
display panels are completed a few
years from now, others will feature
other aspects of Great Village
history, such as English Settlement
(Ulster Scots' arrival in the 1760s),
lumbering and sawmills,
shipbuilding, the shad fishery, and
architecture. In the next few years,
the Great Village Historical Society
and the Elizabeth Bishop Socieity
of Nova Scotia will continue to
organize and oversee work on this
ongoing project.

Many people have contributed to
the realization of what a few years
was no more than a nebulous
dream. Some of these individuals
are featured in a photo on the back
cover of this issue of the EBSNS
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The photo of Colm Toibfn on p. 7 was
taken by Mary Jo Anderson. All other
photos in this issue, except for the famous
one from the Gotham Book Mart. were
taken by the editor.

Newsletter. While the project has
involved many minds and hands,
special mention must be made of
Sandra Barry, who is deservedly
thanked on the next page here with
a tribute by Ann Marie Duggan,
written last summer to f riends
involved in the pergola project.

Among Sandra's activities Ann Marie
hasn't mentioned is the annual
writing of a long e-mail account,
"Elizabeth Bishop House - Year in
Review," which now exists for the
past two years. Sandra's report on
2007 is chock-full of details about
the use of the Great Village house
by the co-owners and many visitors.
During last year, the house served
as the location for EBSNS Board
meetings, and as a place for
sojourns by a great diversity of
writers and other artists, for periods
varying from a day up to ten days.
Russian professor, poet, and long-
time Bishop reader John Barnstead
was in residence in February, and
reports engagingly in this newsletter
on a celebration he organized for the
centenary of W. H. Auden's birth.
(John donated to the house a framed
reprint of a photo from a gathering at
the Gotham Book Mart in New York



in 1947, attended by both Auden and
Bishop.)

In April, those in residence included
poet Genevieve Lehr, children's
writer Susan Atkinson, and artist
Diane Wile Brumm. ln May, the
house was visited by poet and singer
Deb Bogen and philosopher and
musician Jim Bogen, and they hosted
a kitchen party, including much food
and banjo, guitar, and fiddle music. ln

June, the month of the EBSNS AGM
and the pergola ribbon-cutting,
writers Louise Fox Burley and Carol
Parikh were in residence for a week.

Later in the summer, Heather Jessup
stayed in the house for a week
working on her first novel after
cycling from Truro to Great Village.
Also in July, novelist Howard
Norman, poet Jane Shore, and their
daughter Emma Norman visited,
partly because Emma had received a
commission from a University of
Maryland magazine for a photo essay
on the house and Great Village. July
also saw a visit from Nevufoundland
poet Boyd Chubbs, whose fine
calligraphy of "First Death in Nova
Scotia" hangs in the house. Closer to
the end of July, the author of our
review ol Poems, Prose, and Letters,
Jonathan Ellis, and his wife, Ana
Maria Sanchez-Arce, spent days in

the house during their honeymoon
after their marriage in Spain.

In early August, co-owner Carol Frost
and her husband Richard Frost
visited for a few days, and they gave
a memorable back-yard reading of
their poetry in South End Halifax,
competing with the neighbourhood
crows. During their Nova Scotia visit,
Carol and Dick also tracked down the
former location of the Ragged lslands
lnn, in Lockeport on the South shore,
where Bishop stayed in 1946 and
gathered impressions that helped
lead to the writing of one of her very
greatest poems, "At the Fishhouses."
Carol is preparing a piece about that

poem for the Academy of American
Poets website, and will also report
on her findings in a future issue of
this newsletter.

More writers who benefited from
retreats into the Bulmer-Bishop
house later in the year included
poet and novelist Anne Simpson,
writer Jane Finlay-Young, and
journalist Lis Van Berkel, who over
the years has done several CBC
Radio pieces on Bishop and Great
Village. And speaking of radio,
September had marked the five-
day visit in Great Village of British
poet and novelist Lavinia Greenlaw,
who with producer Paul Dodgson
was working on a BBC
Documentary about Bishop's
aff iliations with Nova Scotia.
Lavinia is the author of three
collections of poetry, two novels,
two opera librettos, and, most
recently, a non-fiction book, The
lmportance of Music to Girls. Some
of the special qualities of her BBC 3
documentary are captured by
Elizabeth Peirce in the following
pages.

Sandra's annual report from last
year also recorded colourf ully
home-made details, such as about
the grass-cutting around the house:
"The mower, which, if you will
remember, we have christened the
'Juke Box,' needed servicing and
our faithful John Deere guy, Stirling
Shearer, arrived late in the month
to take it away for its annual tune-
up." Or there's the arachnid
presence in the house. "The main
residents in August were spiders.
What a year for spiders! Each
morning one had to take the broom
to the verandah to clear a path." Or
the resident birds: "Late in May we
discovered that a starling had got
into the dryer vent and set up
housekeeping. But the time she
was discovered she had nestlings,
so we let them fledge." These sorts
of details, it strikes me, are of one
sort that gives so much ledvening

to Bishop's own letters, and it is
easy to hear a resonance between
her voice and contemporary Great
Village at such moments.

Early 2008 has already seen the visit
to the Great Village house of
renowned lrish novelist, story-writer,
and essayist Colm Toibfn, author of
such novels as The Master, The
South, and The Blackwater
Lightship, as well as several non-
fiction books, including Love in a
Dark Time: Gay Lives from Wilde to
Almodovar, wh ich includes
m editation s o n Bish op. Both
Greenlaw's and Toibfn's visits, as
well as Jonathan Ellis's scholarship,
are indications of a significant British
and lrish fascination with Bishop,
which was earlier evident in the
prose of Seamus Heaney, and Tom
Paulin, among others.

To conclude, I apologize for two
errors in the previous issue of the
newsletter, Vol. 13. One of the
mistakes corrected dutifully in
many copies by hand - added an
absolutely m isleading word in
Stephan ie Bolster's poem,
"Rainbow," on page 10, changing the
phrase "We do wrong" into "We do
no wrong." The other error, on page
7, blended two of Bishop's great
uncles into a single figure. lt was
John Robert Hutchinson who worked
in India as a missionary from 1BB2-
87. However, it was his younger
brother, William Bernard, who
became a pastor in Kansas, and
later President of Acadia University.
(A broader context for this mixed-
identity lapse: I've been known to
address my children absentmindedly
with the names of our cats.)

BB



Sandra and the Pergola
(adapted from e-mail message)

....No one else has done as much for
the pergola project as Sandra. She
has gotten us over a lot of hurdles.
She established links with Robert
MacNeil and Freedom Forum - and
secured our largest donation. She
had a great idea of making money
from the walking-tour booklet - and
produced it almost single-handedly.
She helped negotiate the agreement
with Wilson Fuels for the space for
the pergola and has kept Wilson's
informed. She completed several
very time-consuming applications for
funding. She distributed sponsorship
packages, and was responsible for
many of the donations. She has had
valuable input into the content and
design of the panels. She has
handled media announcements. She
organized catering and the venue.
She arranged the insurance with a
reasonable company when our
hope was fading. Sent out countless
e-mails for involvement and input -
distributed the event invitations. Even
purchased the ribbon which we cut.
And what did she do at the ribbon
cutting? - she thanked others.

These are just some of the tasks that
Sandra has undertaken - | know I

haven't mentioned them all. She has
contributed tirelessly and selflessly.
The Elizabeth Bishop Society of
Nova Scotia, The Great Village
H istorical Society, and the
community of Great Village owe
Sandra more than lcan say here.

Ann Marie Duggan

February House
by John Barnstead

Elizabeth Bishop's childhood home
in Great Village has put me up the
last week in February for going on
three years now. Precious days for
thinking, reading, writing, and
walking - sometimes out to a high
frozen pasture to look down on the
spire of Saint James' Church, other
times through waist-deep thick-
crusted snow, up to the cemetery
where Bishop's grandparents are
laid to rest. That's where I was
coming back from one day last
February, just in time to catch Janet
Baker before she headed out for
Truro. She'd left me a copy of

February House, hanging in a plastic
shopping bag from the back-door
latch. "l wanted you to have it for the
week," she said. "l know you'll enjoy
it." lt's the story of a brownstone
house that once stood at 7 Middagh
Street in Brooklyn, where a motley
group of writers, musicians, and
artists, including Carson McCullers,
Gypsy Rose Lee, Paul and Jane
Bowles and W. H. Auden, lived for a
time in something between a board-
ing house and a commune. AnaTs
Nin named it the February House,
because so many of its inhabitants
had birthdays then.

Later during the week of my Great
Village sojourn we'd be gathering to
celebrate Auden's hundredth birth-

Gotham Book Mart, Nov. 9, 1948. Auden on ladder in back. To his right
(clockwise): Bishop, Randall Jarrell, Delmore Schwartz, Marianne Moore. In
back, 1-r: Richard Eberhart, Gore Vidal, Jos6 Garcia Villa. Others: Charles
HenriFord. Dame Edith Sitwell.
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day. I'd heroically refrained from
putting "Carriages at One" at the
bottom of the invitations, as Auden
used to do. Who are we? Friends.
Some of more than thirty years'
standing, others meeting for the first
time today. There's a menu for each
of us, its cover photograph taken at
the famous writers' conclave in the
back room of the Gotham Book Mart
(which, its assets acquired at auction
by its disgruntled landlord, will lock its

al ready-once-relocated-doors forever
come May). Auden contrives to
slouch on a high stool well above all
the rest, while Elizabeth Bishop
stands stiffly next to Marianne Moore
and stares off left at something
Randall Jarrell is also taken by -
something, perhaps, behind our right
shoulder as we look in on them, and
back on them by sixty odd years.

We'll be having smoked salmon
puffs, chicken satsivi, mushroom pie,
and cucumbers in sour cream,
birthday cake and flummery a
spread Auden's companion Chester
Kallman would (l hope, anyhow)
have found acceptable, if not, by his
standards, lavish. We'll be reading
some of Kallman's poems, too, this
afternoon. After all, he wept over
"The Moose" as James Merrill wrote
to Bishop, and she wrote back that
she could weep herself, just thinking
of those tears. lt is a day for Kallman,
too.

After lunch we settle down to read
poems to one another. "lf you really
are concerned about that subject, I'd
suggest you go and read Auden,"
Bishop wrote in 1966. "lf he doesn't
know something about love, I just
don't now who else does." So we
start with Auden's "Some say that
Love's a little boy" and "Lay your
sleeping head, my love." In
December 1960, Bishop wrote to a
friend: "Hardy's 'Her Apotheosis' is

similar to that poem of Auden's about
the matron having lunch at Schrafft's,
etc.," so we read those two as well.
Scott MacDougall reads f rom

Hannah Arendt's New Yorker
memories of Auden (Jan. 20,
1975), with its memorable sentence
"Now, with the sad wisdom of
remembrance, lsee him as having
been an expert in the infinite
varieties of unrequited love." We
read poems from Kallman's Storm
at Castelfranco and A Sense of
Occasion As we read, a compan-
ionable warmth wells into a shared
happiness that will grow larger as
the occasion recedes. lt has
become something akin to that
"sweet sensation of joy" we all
share for those few moments in
"The Moose." ls it wrong to hear in
Bishop's "where if the river I enters
or retreats I in a wall of brown
foam" echoes both of Auden's "But
when the waters make retreat / And
through the black mud first the
wheat I ln shy green stalks
appears" and of Kallm an's
"Evening. Who calls? The light / ls
walking on the waves; the light
retreats. I A word advances and
repeats"? ls it a mistake to hear
Auden's "drowned parental voices"
somewhere in the back of the bus
with Bishop's "grandparents'
voices"? No.

On this particular afternoon, at any
rate, this bright February afternoon,
with the extra bottles of Vouvray for
once entirely forgotten in the pantry
until hours after we've parted, we
feel - we all feel - that the bus
climbing from the narrow plain and
later returning under a sickle moon
that the blue broke into a fleece-
white ribbon along the beach in

Kallman's "Little Epithalamium" is,
just for today, the same bus that
enters Bishop's New Brunswick
woods, with its moonlight and mist
caught in them like lamb's wool on
bushes in a p'asture. Certainly it is
the same moon, the moon that
"looks on them all," as Auden wrote
in "A Summer Night." Just as in her
"lnvitation to Miss Marianne
Moore," Bishop refashioned the
strict sapphics of Pablo Neruda's'

"Alberto Rojas Gimenez...," so in
"The Moose" she loosened the strict
AABCCB rhyme scheme of Auden's
sestains, while echoing his opening
epiphany in her almost final lines.

There have been time-to-time
reminders of the party in the months
since it was held. First the lovely
thank-you notes. One says, "lt was
as if New York's Russian Tea Room
had relocated to rural Nova Scotia."
Another friend writes, "My head is
still 'fizzing' with the talk and the
wonderful readings. The memory of
it will always be vivid. One of the
things I so loved was all the laughter
- the house shook and it so loves
that kind of co nviviality and
connection." Several folks sent
photos mostly of the food,
actually. Elizabeth Jones wrote to
share the connection she had
discovered between Oberon's last
speech in A Midsummer Night's
Dream and Auden's "lay your
sleeping head, my love." Folks I met
again when we returned the summer
after for the unveiling of the Bishop
plaques at the Great Village pergola
confirmed what l, too, had felt
something about that February
afternoon had partaken, to some
slight extent, at any rate, of that
shared communality and com-
m onality Auden describes so
memorably in the prose of his
introduction to Anne Fremantle's
1964 anthology The Protestant
Mystics, and in his poem "A Summer
Night." Perhaps the warmth was not
quite his "Vision of Agape" - "vision"
being too serious a word - but the
feeling of the sight of a door left
unlocked "because someone might
need to come in," the sight of a book
in a plastic shopping bag, left
because someone thought you'd like
it, hanging from a door latch.

John Barnstead, who has taught Russian at
Dalhousie University in Halifax for many
years, has published often in this newsletter.
Last year Peregrination Press released two
volumes of his poetrv. And Other Poems and
Canticle.
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A Ping on Crystal

by Elizabeth Peirce

Review of As Big As Life: Elizabeth
Bishop's Great Village, BBC Radio 3
documentary, first aired November
18,2007. Producer: Paul Dodgson.

From the chiming of church bells to
the intermittent humming of the iron
bridge announcing visitors, Lavinia
Greenlaw's radio documentary on
Elizabeth Bishop's early life in Great
Village, As Big As Life, is filled with
distinctive sounds. Essentially
unchanged since the poet's
childhood in the 1910s, this
background soundscape helps
situate the listener in Bishop's Great
Village and provides texture that
might otherwise be lacking, in the
absence of accompanying visuals.
The documentary chronicles
Greenlaw's pilgrimage to Bishop's
Nova Scotia and is a composite of its
creator's impressions of the place,
interviews with local Bishop scholars,
friends and relatives, and readings of
her poetry, prose and letters.

The program begins with a reading of
"the scream" section of "ln the
Village" set against the backdrop of
church bells, an auditory illustration
of the lingering ripple effect of
Bishop's mother's breakdown in the
small village, her scream still audible
by "flick[ing] the lightning rod on top
of the church steeple with your
fingernail." Echoes of this same
action are heard in poet Peter
Sanger's description of Bishop's own
poetry as the distinctive "ping" of
fingernail against crystal in its clarig
and precision, as true in its pitch as
the tone produced by a tuning fork.

Greenlaw contrasts the rich colours
of the Nova Scotian autumn
landscape on her ride from the airport
to Great Village with those European

ones she is familiar with; Bishop's
own description of the area around
the Bay of Fundy in a 1946 letter to
Marianne Moore is filled with the
same varied colours, from the
astonishing pink of the Bay, to the
lime green and yellow fields, and
blue-green firs which adjoin it, "the
richest, saddest, sim plest
landscape in the world." Greenlaw
rem arks on the unexpected
foreignness she f inds in this
landscape, with its French and
aboriginal place names.

Hearing Greenlaw's first impres-
sions of the province and village, as
though we were overhearing her
read from her travel diary, provides
perhaps the greatest source of
interest in this piece. Her British
accent contrasts well with the
"homemade" voices of Bishop's
Tatamagouche cousin Phyllis
Sutherland, and her Great Village
contemporary Donelda Nelson,
who at 93 can still hammer out a
rousing hymn or two on the piano.
She movingly plays one of Bishop's
favourites for Greenlaw, adding to
the program's rich soundscape.

The uninspired readings of Bishop's
poetry were, for this listener at least,
one of the documentary's
weaknesses; the reader rarely
deviated from a monotone delivery
(and a telling detail for Nova
Scotian Bishop fans - the famous
affirmative from "The Moose" was in
this reading unaspirated ! )

Despite a rather abrupt ending,
Greenlaw's documentary gives a
good sense of its creator's
experience in Nova Scotia as well as
the poet's strong connection to the
place. As a frequent visitor to Great
Village, I cannot resist noting that
even the village's famous guinea
hens put in a vociferous cameo
appearance as Greenlaw and
Bishop scholar Sandra Barry stroll
past Wilson's gas stop their
intrusion a wonderful reminder of the
untidy homemade in Bishop's finely-
tuned craft.

Elizabeth Peirce has published a chapbook of
poems, drift, and two novels rooted in
Maritime history, Pirate Rebel: The Story of
Notorius Ned Jordan and (with William
Crooker) Saladin: Piracy, Mutiny and Murder
on the High Seas, as well as fiction in The
Vagrant Revue of New Fiction. She teaches
English part-time at Saint Mary's University in
Halifax.

Colm T6ibfn in Bishop house - Feb. 20,2008



EBSNS

Annual General Meeting
Great Village Legion Hall
23 June 2OO7 - Minutes

Chair Sandra Barry called the AGM to
order and welcomed the 35 members
and guests present. John Barnstead
read the Minutes of the 2006 AGM.
Motion to accept Minutes (J. Baker;
seconder F. Smyth). Passed.

Treasurer Joy Graham distributed her
report for the fiscal year ending 31

March 2007. As of that date, we had
a bank balance of $13,764.64. Joy
noted membership renewals are on
par or up from last year. Motion to
approve Treasurer's Report (J.
Graham; seconder N. Corrigan).
Passed. Joy distributed a
supplementary financial report to
bring members up to date. With the
payment in full to the contractor, the
bank balance as of 23 June was
$4054.47. Joy mentioned that there
was $150 f rom Saint Mary's
University and $60.00 for dues and
donations to be added to this
balance. Brian Bartlett mentioned that
there was another $150 from Saint
Mary's pending.

Fonda Sm yth presented the
Nom inating Committee Report.
Executives and Board for 2007-2008:
Sandra Barry, Chair; Lois Bray, Vice
Chair; Joy Graham, Treasurer; Fonda
Smyth, Secretary. Board: John
Barnstead, Brian Bartlett, Angus
Chisholm, Arthur Chisholm, Ann
Marie Duggan, Meredith Layton,
Alexander MacLeod, Elizabeth
Peirce, Brian Robinson, Bob Smith,
Margo Wheaton. Sandra asked for
nominations from the floor for new
board members. Lois Bray nominated
Rebecca Colwell and Arthur
Chisholm nominated Nancy Corrigan.
Rebecca and Nancy, both present,
said yes. Motion to accept the
Nominating Committee Report (S.

Kerslake; seconder J. Baker).
Passed.

Sandra presented the President's
Report. She updated us on the
historical panel (construction
completed, initial two panels
installed, more forthcoming).
Sandra stressed the need for future
fundraising, and that an ongoing
fundraiser was the self-guided tour
booklet. Sandra noted that Karen
Casey, Minister of Education,
would be attending the ribbon-
cutting. Sandra noted that we were
u nsuccessf ul in our grant
application to Tourism, Culture and
Heritage to reprint the pamphlet,
but said that the Board would
continue to f undraise for this
project. The cost of 5000
pamphlets was $2400; of 10,000,
$4300. Sandra also noted that the
Elizabeth Bishop's Great Village
exhibit at the Colchester Historical
Society Museum would be there
until the end of September. She
thanked Elinor Maher of the
Colchester Museum and Pat
Townsend of Acadia University for
their help and support in creating
the exhibit. After announcing further
upcoming Bishop-related events in
the province, Sandra moved that
the President's Report be accepted
(seconder E. Peirce). Passed.

New Business: Sandra noted that
the EBSNS has received an offer
by a Bishop scholar in Helsinki,
Carey Toane, to do a website for
the society, which will be discussed
and followed up at a later date.
Sandra noted that discussions are
on-going about the Bishop
centenary in 2011. Composer
Alasdair Maclean has agreed to do
a setting of .Bishop's Nova Scotia
poems to music, and Symphony
N.S. has expressed interest.
Sandra noted that in September
BBC Radio 3 is coming to Nova
Scotia to do a radio documentary
on Bishop and Great Village, and
that it is exciting to l'iave this

international focus on Great Village
(at that moment, outside the Legion
door, a dog barked in agreement).

Brian Robinson suggested a round
of applause for all the news - all
joined in with enthusiasm. The
meeting was adjourned at 1:40 p.m.
and everyone went over to Wilson's
Service Station for the ribbon cutting
for the historical-panel display. The
light steady rain, which had been
falling, stopped for the ceremony
and the sun even appeared. After
the ribbon cutting, everyone returned
to the Legion for a reception catered
by the Fire Brigade Auxiliary.

Second-hand Bishop

Last summer in Lincoln, Nebraska, I

was surprised to find and buy a
nearly mint-condition, third-printing
hardback edition of Bishop's third
collection, Questions of Travel, for
only $6.50. Months later I checked
the invaluable on-line used-book-
ordering site ABEBOOKS.COM to
investigate the going prices for
Bishop's earlier books. The search
yielded interesting results, including
the print-runs of Bishop's f irst
editions. of North & South (1946),
there were 2000 copies printed;
North & South/A Cold Spring (1955),
2000 copies; Questions of Travel
(1965), 4000; and Geography lll
(1978), 7500.

Via ABEBOOKS, 18 copies of North &
South were available, with only one
copy for under $200. Prices ranged
f rom $137.54 US, through the
$1000's, all the way to $7475 for a
signed, inscribed copy. The com-
bined edition of that collection with A
Cold Spring had only 15 hits, with
prices ranging f rom $150 to
$1804.10; that most expensive copy
was inscribed for Bishop's secretary
at the Library of Congress. For a
little over $500, you could have (you



likely can still have) poet Karl
Shapiro's copy of the book.

19 copies of Questions of Travelwere
listed, with copies for as little as $30.
For $1750, you could purchase a
copy inscribed for the poet Duane
McGinnis: "l hope his enthusiasm

never dies Elizabeth Bishop
Seattle, Washington, April 1966."
Bishop's final collection, Geography
/{ was available from ABEBOOKS
in many more copies than the
earlier books: 63. The 26 available
hardback copies began at $25 and
go all the way up to $2500 for
either of two signed editions.

ln our market economy, clearly,
Elizabeth Bishop's signature has
become a thing of value, but no
doubt she would wryly respond to
the fact with "one eye close to the
crumb" and to "one lone cup of
coffee" ("A Miracle for Breakfast").

BB

Layers

by John Wise Mcleod

So the search began - the endless search
that leads him onward - a vocation
year in, year out, morning and evening
Looking for something, something, something.

-"Poor Bird", P.K. Page, fourth line originally
from "Sandpiper," Elizabeth Bishop

Eyes shut, he left her at the portal

of Elmwood 207, turned left,

left one last time and down, down

the long hill to the Wolfville shore,

where oozy gray wastes of Fundy mud stretch

to the land-sketched north horizon:

but here was no welcoming depth

of water, only skittering specks

swarming the sand along the beach.

So the search began - the endless search

for traces. Not plover marks
like those that sent Lyell to London,

but prints of another bird westering, pressed

hotly down in layers, the last

too raw and sore for contemplation.

He failed Bishop (Linear Algebra)

and once passed Smyth a stack of sheets

like sedimentary rock. They're still somewhere,

a futile denial of resignation

that leads him onward - a vocation

misunderstood since High School, patterns

examined, reduced to cold symbols.

He studied them in oddly familiar

exile, nearly losing a foot one year

at Worcester, the Christmas Homecoming.
But that Elmwood bird kept flying nestward



(the other side of the world), glorious black

shining plumage lost to memory, its tracks

multiplying down Hilbert space dimensions, marching

year in, year out, morning and evening

until they filled the cliffs of Economy,

and every Economy that ever was or could be.

But the task was still not done. There remains

an essential singularity that's never satisfied, spinning,

smaller and smaller, swallowing infinities

inside out. No light escapes

from such a place, not really, just buzzing

Hawking radiation, but he keeps staring,

looking for something, something, something.

John Wise Mcleod shares with Elizabeth Bishop family roots in Nova Scotia and a childhood in Massachusetts; he
grew up in Lexington, near Worcester. He took a course in Linear Algebra with E. R. Bishop and an English course
with Donna Smyth at Acadia University, where he completed a B.Sc. (Honours) in Mathematics. Later he completed
all but the thesis work of an M.Sc. at Dalhousie University. He worked, as a computer operator and programmer for
Maritime Life, then, for 23 years, as a civilian computer programmer for the Department of National Defence. More
recently has taken poetry-writing workshops at Saint Mary's University in Halifax. This is his first published poem.

Placentia
(after Elizabeth Bishop's "Casabianca")

by Agnes Walsh

Love's the girl stood on the rocky beach

watching the tidal wave gather strength.

She is trying to recite "The girl stood on

the rocky beach." Love's the daughter

stuttering under the nun's glare

while the wave broke heavy on the shore.

Love's the stubborn girl, the beach,

even the running townspeople, who

would like to have gone to school, too,

or had reason to stay

home. And love's the swimming girl.

Agnes Walsh is a poet, actor, storyteller, and playwright based in St. John's and Patrick's Cove, though she has
done much cross-country travelling during the past two years in her role as the first poet laureate of St. John's. On
CDs she has recorded selected readings of her poems from /n the Old Country of My Heart (Killick, 1996) and
Going Around with Bachelors (Brick, 2007). The poem printed here is republished from the latter book with the kind
oermission of the author and Brick Books.
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A church in Ouro Preto, Brazil,1995, near Bishop's house. More sizeable and impressive
than the "bamboo church of Jesuit Baroque," in which a "fat brown bird sings," atop the
broken gasoline pump in "Questions of Travel"

World War I gas-mask, Great Village Antique Shop, 2007
One might wonder how the girl of "In the Waiting Room," troubled and fascinated by
alien cultures and unfamiliar bodies, would respond to this artifact
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Opening of the Great Village pergola, June 23,2007

L to R: Dan MacKay, contractor; Karen Casey, Nova Scotia Minister of Education; Sandra Barry, EBSNS President;

Ann Marie Duggan, pergola architect; Arthur Carter, graphic designer.

Arnual Gnrnral Meetinq

El;robn$ B;shop Society of I{ora Scotia

Legion H"ll, Great V;ll"gn

SaturJaU, fune 27, 2008

Special fnourn: a slnowing of tlo" I{exus MnJ;o f;l* Itr the Vill"ge,

*h;rlo inrlulns seueral ,rrrnrt resilenk of Great V;ll"g"


